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Distribution of the probability current and the probability density of wave packets was calculated for
nanotubes and nanotube Y junctions by solving the three dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation for
a jellium potential model of the scanning tunneling microscope(STM) tip-nanotube-support system. Four
systems were investigated: an infinite single wall nanotube(SWNT) as reference case, a capped SWNT
protruding a step of the support surface, a quantum dot(finite tube without support), and a SWNT Y junction.
It is found that the spatial distribution of the probability current flowing into the sample is decided by the
electron probability density of the tube and by the oscillation in time of the probability current, which in turn
is governed by the quasibound states on the tube. For the infinite tube the width of the axial spreading of the
wave packet during tunneling is about 5 nm. When the STM tip is above that part of the tube which protrudes
from the atomic scale step of the support surface it is found that the current flows ballistically along the tube
and the total transmission is the same as for the infinite tube. In the case of quantum dot, however, the finite
tube is first charged in a short time then it is discharged very slowly through the tip-nanotube tunnel junction.
In the Y junction both the above the junction and off the junction tip positions were investigated. For a 1.2 nm
displacement of the tip from the junction the wave packet still “samples” the junction point which means that
in STM and scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments the signature of the junction should be still present
for such tip displacement. For all tunneling situations analyzed the tunnel current is mainly determined by the
tip-nanotube junction owing to its large resistance. The tunneling event through the STM model is character-
ized by two time scales, the nanotube is quickly “charged” with the wave packet coming from the tip then this
“charge” flows into the support 50 times slower.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scanning tunneling microscopy(STM) is the only tool
offering the possibility to study both the atomic and elec-
tronic structure of the same nanostructure with subnanometer
resolution.1 This unique advantage of the method is also its
greatest difficulty: the influence of the geometry(i.e., the
spatial positions of the atoms) and the influence of the elec-
tronic structure are always intimately mingled in STM im-
ages and scanning tunneling spectroscopy(STS) curves.
Several other factors, as the STM tip geometry2 and the
properties of the support surface(the conducting substrate on
which the nanostructure is deposited for STM study) also
affect STM imaging. All this complexity makes image simu-
lation a useful tool for a correct interpretation of STM imag-
ing.

Carbon nanotubes(CNTs) first observed a decade ago3 are
potential building blocks for future nanoelectronics4 because
they can be conducting or semiconducting.5 The feasability
of CNT transistors6 and even logical gates7 with subnanom-
eter active regions has already been demonstrated. Three-
terminal nanoelectronic devices8 can be fabricated from CNT
Y junctions.9,10 Y junctions are shown to have asymmetric
current-voltagesI-Vd characteristics11 and the current be-
tween two ends of the Y is influenced by the potential given
to the third end.12 It is still debated, however, whether the

rectifying behavior is an intrinsic property of the junction or
rather caused by electronic structure of the the interface to
the metallic leads.13

STM is one of the main techniques to investigate carbon
nanostructures14 and devices fabricated from them. There-
fore, the precise understanding of the STM imaging mecha-
nism and the current flow through CNTs and nanostructures
assembled from CNTs is important for nanotechnology. As
verified by ab intio calculations,15 essential features of
atomic resolution STM images of single wall carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNTs) can be succesfully and effectively
calculated16,17 with the tight-binding method. Recently, an
“atlas” of simulated STM images for a series of 27 SWCNTs
representing all main characteristic variations was
computed18 by this method. The calculations show that the
honeycomb symmetry of the graphitic network is almost al-
ways broken by electronic effects and the STM images of
armchair nanotubes18 (NTs) are the only ones to exhibit the
full symmetry of the geometrical structure. In STM experi-
ments CNTs are deposited on a support with atomically flat,
and conducting, surface. Highly oriented pyrolitic graphite
(HOPG) and Aus111d terraces are the most frequently used
supports. In contrast to the tunneling into a bulk sample, the
electrons have to cross two tunnel barriers:19 one between
the STM tip and the CNT, another one between the CNT and
its support.
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As we have shown earlier,20 some of the features of the
STM image are of purely geometrical origin. Most important
among these is the apparent lateral broadening2 of the CNTs
in STM images caused by the curvature of the tip compa-
rable to(or larger than) the curvature of the CNT. In order to
concentrate only on these geometrical effects without the ef-
fect of the specific atomic structure, we constructed a jellium
potential model of the STM tip-CNT-support tunnel junction.
Owing to the characteristic lengths of this model, compa-
rable to thelF Fermi wavelength of the electrons and to the
micrometer electronic coherence lengths21 in SWCNTs quan-
tum interferences22 and multiple scattering are important in-
gredients to account for in a realistic model of tunneling
through SWCNTs. Wave packet dynamics23,24 is an effective
and conceptually simple method to study electron tunneling
through nanostructures. Formerly we have performed two
dimensional(2D) wave packet(WP) scattering simulations20

for jellium models of STM tip-CNT-support tunnel junctions.
With this simple model, we were able to explain20 several
phenomena important in STM imaging of CNTs, including
the tip caused apparent broadening, and the displacement of
the tunneling point on the surface of the tip during scanning
of the CNT which causes an apparent asymmetric
distortion16 of the atomic lattice. STS spectra were also
computed25 by the same technique. The calculations revealed
asymmetric I-V curves—found frequently in STS
experiments26 even when using HOPG substrate—of pure
geometric origin. The asymmetry was found25 to depend on
the nature of the contact between the tip and the CNT. There
is a greater asymmetry if this contact is not a tunneling con-
tact but an electronic point contact,27 as the result of a me-
chanical deformation of the NT exerted by the STM tip—as
is often the case in experiments.25

2D calculations, however, could not simulate the axial
spreading of the WP along the CNT during tunneling. This
WP spreading is caused by the different dimensionality of
the two tunnel junctions. Indeed, the tip-CNT tunnel junction
is zero dimensional but the CNT-support tunnel junction is
one dimensional. By calculating the WP spreading during
tunneling, we can estimate the axial length range averaged
by STM/STS. Thus, we can calculate how far the influence
of a local perturbation(e.g., the different electronic structure
of the center of the Y junction) is extended along the NT.
Recent advances in computer power permit us to address the
full three dimensional(3D) geometry of the problem and
thus to handle the WP spreading phenomenon. This kind of
calculation is exposed in the present paper.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the
tunnel barriers are constructed for the STM junctions con-
taining the different arrangements of CNTs. Section III gives
an outline of the WP dynamical method for calculating the
tunnel current and it is explained how relevant physical
quantities giving insight into the tunnel event are calculated

from the time dependent wave function. In Sec. IV numerical
results are presented for the time dependent probability den-
sity distribution and probability current distribution for the
four model systems and their total tunneling probabilities are
also calculated. Section V is devoted to the discussion of the
results.

Hartree atomic units are used in all formulas except where
explicit units are given. Systeme International units are used,
however, in all the figures and numerical data.

II. MODEL SYSTEMS

The four model systems are shown in Figs. 2, 5, and 6.
The geometrical and material parameters of the CNT, the tip,
and the support are chosen to be consistent with our former
2D calculations.20,25 The CNT is modeled by a cylinder of
0.5 nm radius floating above the support at a distance of
0.335 nm (which is the Van der Waals distance of the
graphene sheets in HOPG). The STM tip is taken as a rota-
tional hyperboloid of 0.5 nm apex radius and 15° aperture
angle. The effective surface of these objects is assumed to lie
0.071 nm outside their geometric surface(defined as a
smooth surface matching the nuclear skeleton of the surface
atoms). The potential barrierVsrd is a jellium potential which
models the binding of the electrons in the objects. It is con-
structed such thatVsrd=0 outside the effective surfaces of
the electrodes andVsrd=−9.81 eV inside.20 The STM bias is
chosen to be zero throughout this work, which is a good
approximation for small bias experiments, or when the im-
aging process is not bias dependent.

An infinite tube on a flat support is our reference system.
For the case of the capped NT hanging outside a step, a 1 nm
high step is considered with a hemisphere-capped cylinder
protruding to a length of 3 nm. The STM tip is displaced
1.8 nm along the tube from the step edge above the lower
terrace. To identify the contributions of the tip-NT and NT-
support tunnel junctions, a special, hypothetical “quantum
dot” system was also considered: a 5.1 nm long tube closed
at both ends. This system is hypothetical because the nano-
structure is free standing, i.e., it has no support surface in this
model. The Y junction is modeled by joining symmetrically
three 1 nm diameter semi-infinite cylinders. The tip is either
above the trigonal symmetry point or displaced 1.2 nm along
one arm.

Due to the fact that our calculation method(see later)
applies to a localized system, a large enough cuboidpresen-
tation boxhas to be selected. The axial(longitudinal) length
(15.36 nm) of this cuboid was chosen in such a way that the
majority of the tunnel current flows from the tube into the
support surface within this length. Absorbing boundary con-
ditions were applied at the boundaries of the presentation
box, i.e., those parts of the WP flowing out from this box are
eliminated. After the WP has tunneled into the NT, it partly

FIG. 1. Probability currents analyzed in this
paper are shown by arrows. Cross section of the
geometric (effective) surface of the STM tip,
nanotube, and support are shown by full(broken)
line.
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tunnels into the support within the −7.68 nm,y,7.68 nm
axial interval of the presentation box and partly flows outside
the box at the tube end(s), see Fig. 1.[As shown later(Sec.
IV C), the probability of tunneling back from the NT to the
tip is negligible.] TheseI tubeendcurrent componenents, how-
ever, would eventually also tunnel into the support surface
when the axial length of the presentation box went to infinity
(see Sec. VI).

III. CALCULATION METHOD

The calculation method is similar to that used for our 2D
tunneling simulations20,25 but this time the computation is
performed in 3D. Computation work was done on a shared
memory parallel computer.28 The 3D Fourier transform
method (see later) applied in this work can be effectively
paralellized. A Gaussian WP is launched with the Fermi mo-
mentumk=s0,0,−kFd from inside the tip bulk towards the
apex of the tip. The real space width of the WP is chosen to
be Dx,y,z=0.37 nm which is significantly larger than the
Dx,y=0.108 nm value for the tip-sample tunneling channel
obtained from our calculation(see Sec. IV A). The
csx,y,z; td time dependent wave function is computed from
the time dependent 3D Schrödinger equation by thesplit
operator Fourier transform method24,29,30(also called spec-
tral method). Absorbing boundary conditions are realized by
a drain potential around the presentation box.31

The method of analyzing the resulting large four dimen-
sional wave function dataset basically relies on calculation of
integrals of certain quantum mechanical observables derived
from the wave function on carefully chosen subspaces. As a
first step two important observables are calculated from the
wave function: the%sr ; td= ucsx,y,z; tdu2 probability density
and thejsr ; td probability current density. Time evolution of
%sr ; td is shown by snapshots of an isodensity surface for two
model geometries in Fig. 2. To analyze the probability den-
sity distribution along the NT, the three dimensional prob-
ability density is integrated on the tube cross section

%tubesy;td =E
tube

%sx,y,z;tddxdz, s1d

whereetube means integrating between the effective surfaces
of the tube.%tubesy; td axial probability density distributions
are shown in Fig. 3 by 2D filled-contour graphics. Integrat-
ing %tubesy; td again for the length of the tube gives the total
probability Ptubestd of finding the electron on the tube as the
function of time which is shown on Fig. 4.

jsh ,j ; td, the perpendicular component of thejsr ; td prob-
ability current density flowing across selectedmeasurement
planes, gives the 2D map of the probability current crossing
those planes as the function of time, whereh andj are the
parametric coordinates(inner coordinates) of the plane.
e jsh ,j ; tddhdj gives theIstd probability current crossing the
particular measurement plane as the function of time. By
calculating the indefinite integralTstd=e0

t Ist8ddt8, we deter-
mine the transmission versus time, i.e., the portion of the WP
that has crossed the measurement plane until timet. The
Tst=`d asymptotic value gives the total transmission for that
plane.

As an application of the earlier concepts, if we calculate
the jsupportsx,y; td probability current density flowing into the
support surface and integrate it along the coordinatex per-
pendicular to the NT, we receive thejsupportsy; td function
shown in Fig. 3.

Integrating this quantity for the length of the tube gives
the Isupportstd total probability current flowing into the support
at the given time and integrating fromt=0 to t=` gives the
Tsupportsyd axial dependent transmission. In the same way the
I tubeendstd andTtubeendsyd as well as theI tipstd andTtipsyd quan-
tities are calculated, which are the current and transmission
for a plane perpendicular to the tube at the end of the pre-
sentation box and for a plane below the tip apex. See Fig. 1
for the definition of these current componenents.

Time development is followed untilPtubestd becomes neg-
ligibly small.

Table I gives a brief dictionary of the notation used
throughout this paper.

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the probability density of the wave
packet approaching the STM junction from the tip bulk and tunnel-
ing through the nanotube into the support. The left column is for the
infinite tube on an atomically flat support and the right column is
for the capped tube hanging above a step of the support surface.
Geometries of the two systems are shown on the upper subimages.
The cuboid shows the presentation box boundaries. All dimensions
are in nanometers. The subsequent subimages show snapshots of an
isodensity surface with density value of%sr ; td=%0=2.0245
310−6 nm−3. The isosurface is clipped at the presentation box
boundaries.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Infinite tube on atomically flat support

The left column of Fig. 2 shows the geometry of this
system and the time evolution of the%sr ; td probability den-
sity. The particular snapshot times were chosen according to

the features ofjsupport
cappedtubesy; td shown on Fig. 3(g), (see Sec.

IV B ). Complete time evolution can be seen on the Web
(http://www.mfa.kfki.hu/int/nano/online/longspread2004/) by
computer animation. Initial stages of the time evolution were
calculated earlier,32 but in the present paper we extend the
simulation for a long enough time and large enough calcula-
tion box to study the complete dynamics of the process. By
t=2.54 fs the middle part of the tube is already “charged,”
the WP flows around the tube. At this particular instant
%tubesy; td is maximal, see Fig. 3(a). After this time the ma-
jority of the WP is scattered back into the tip and the part

TABLE I. Summary of observables calculated from
csx,y,z; td.

Quantity Definition Explanation

%tubesy; td etube%sx,y,z; tddxdz Time dependent linear
probability density on

the tube

Ptubestd eymin

ymax%sy; tddy Total probability on the
tube as the function

of time

jsupportsy; td e jsupportsx,y; tddx Time dependent linear
probability current

flowing into the support
surface

FIG. 3. Analysis of the tunneling process as the function of time
and they position along the tube. Upper part(a)–(d) is for the
infinite tube above an atomically flat support and lower part(e)–(h)
for the capped tube protruding a 1 nm high step. The YZ cross
sections of the potential are shown in the left subfigures. The tip is
fixed aty=0. (a) and(e) “Quantum carpet” plot of the linear prob-
ability density on the tube as the function of time and the axial
coordinate. White corresponds to zero density and black to 2.10
310−3 nm−1. (b) and(f) Linear probability density along the tube at
time instantst1=2.54 fs, t2=3.75 fs, andt3=4.96 fs. (c) and (g)
Probability current density flowing into the support surface as the
function of time and axial coordinate. White corresponds to zero
current and black to 8.03310−6 nm−1fs−1 for (c) and 6.34
310−6 nm−1fs−1 for (g). (d) and(h) Transmitted probability into the
support as the function of the axial coordinate.(See the text for
details.) Contour shades are drawn on a square root scale on all
grayscale figures.

FIG. 4. Time cumulated transmissions of the wave packet
launched from the tip bulk into the support surface(dotted line) and
through the tube cross section at the presentation box boundary
(dashed line). The total probability of the wave packet at the tube is
also shown as the function of time by a dash-dotted line. Net trans-
mission from the tube plus the probability on the tube is shown by
the continuous line. See the text for details.(a) Infinite tube above
an atomically flat support.(b) Capped tube hanging above a step of
the support.
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remaining on the tube spreads along it and gradually tunnels
into the support surface. The large part of the WP scattered
back into the tip produces interference patterns with the in-
coming wave. These interference patterns are still visible in
the tip bulk region untilt=8.47 fs, after that the backscat-
tered WP part is traveling out of the presentation box and is
absorbed in the drain potential bordering this box. As seen on
the series of snapshots fort=6.05 fs, t=8.47 fs, and t
=17.84 fs the NT-support tunneling channel is gradually
opening along the tube axis as the WP is spreading along the
tube. This channel is not any more seen on the subsequent
isosurface snapshots because the overall probability density
decreases as a consequence of the gradual flowing out of the
WP from the presentation box. As a result of this decrease,
the density in the tube-support junction becomes smaller
than the density corresponding to the particular isosurface.
As discussed later, however, the tunnel current is still flow-
ing for these times but with a decreasing intensity and in a
channel with increasing width in the axial direction.

The long, axial structures seen fromt=6.05 fs in the iso-
surfaces are standing wave patterns along the circumference
of the tube. These are caused by the interference of different
radial eigenstates of the tube. Because the tunneling coupling
of the tube wave function with the tip and the support is
relatively weak, one can consider that the system has trans-
lational invariance along they axis, hence, the wave function
of the tube can be approximated as

csr ;td < cfreetubesr,w;tdcfreetubesy;td, s2d

wherey is the axial coordinate andr, w are the radial coor-
dinates in the cross sectional planes perpendicular to the tube
axis. According to our recent calculations,33 the energy of the
first few radial eigenstates of a free standing jellium tube
falls into the energy window of the incoming WP, hence,
csr ,w ; td is a superposition of these states. The time depen-
dence of the phases of the superposition components yields
the time dependent density waves around the tube seen in the
isodensity surface plots.

Figure 3(a) shows the time dependence of%sy; td, the
probability density integrated over the cross section of the
tube[cf. Eq.(1)] as a spacetime density plot34,35(a “quantum
carpet”). For t,1.2 fs there is only negligible probability on
the tube because it takes a finite time for the WP to reach the
tube region from its initial position in the tip bulk. When the
WP reaches the tube, the central part(i.e., that below the tip)
of the tube gets charged which is seen in Fig. 3(a) as a high
intensity, narrow peak aroundt=2.54 fs. After this time the
WP is gradually spreading along the tube. As seen on Fig.
3(a), %sy; td is a smooth function, because the oscillations
along the tube circumference are integrated out. In the ap-
proximation of negligible coupling of the tube wave function
with the tip and the support[cf. Eq. (2)] %sy; td
<ucfreetubesy; tdu2. In this approximation the jellium potential
seen by the WP does not depend on they coordinate, hence,
the WP is spreading along the tube like in free space. The
coupling of the tube wave function with the support, how-
ever, does cause a gradual tunneling of the WP into the sup-
port surface while it spreads along the tube.

As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), the isodensity contours are
linear for smallt values. By calculating the tangent of the
contour corresponding to the 3D density value%sr ; td=%0

=2.0245310−6 nm−3, i.e., those displayed on Fig. 2 by the
isosurfaces, a spreading velocity ofvspread=1.04 nm/fs is ob-
tained which is close to thevF=1.33 nm/fs Fermi velocity
calculated fromEF=5 eV.

The jsupportsy; td linear probability tunneling current den-
sity flowing into the support is shown in Fig. 3(c). The onset
of the tunnel current occurs aroundt=2.1, 0.9 fs later than
that of%sy; td because the WP has to flow around the circum-
ference of the tube before it can tunnel into the support. The
maximum of the tunnel current density(black dot) occurs at
t=4.11 fs. The overall structure ofjsupportsy; td consists of an
axial spreading and a temporal oscillation. The axial spread-
ing of the current density is caused by the axial spreading of
the WP along the tube. As seen in Fig. 3(c), the %sy; td and
jsupportsy; td functions spread with the same velocity and
the axial shape of the linear current density is similar to the
axial shape of the probability density along the tube. The
temporal oscillation seen injsupportsy; td is, however, not
present in%sy; td. This oscillation takes place because the
tunneling current is determined by the density close to the
“lowest” fiber of the tube(i.e., that closest to the support
surface) and not by the overall density on the tube. Along a
generator of the tube%std oscillates as a result of the inter-
ference between the azimuthal eigenstates discussed earlier.
Figure 3(d) shows the y dependence of theTsupportsyd
=e0

` jsupportsy; t8ddt8 transmission function.[The integral of
jsupportsy; td over its other variable,y givesIsupportstd, which is
discussed later.] Tsupportsyddy is the probability that the elec-
tron eventually tunnels into thedy wide slice of the support
surface aroundy. As seen on Fig. 3(d) the largest tunneling
probability is right below the tip and the tunneling probabil-
ity is gradually decreasing along the tube axis, approximately
like a Lorenzian. The total transmission into the support

Tsupport=E
ymin

ymax

Tsupportsyddy=E
0

`

Tsupportstddt s3d

is 0.3271310−3 (see Table II).
The half width at half maximum of the tube-support tun-

neling channel is 0.105 nm in thex direction and 2.37 nm in
the y direction.

Figure 4(a) is the comparison of the “probability charge”
Ptubestd found on the tube at a given time with theTistd time-
cumulated transmissions, i.e., those parts of the WP that went

TABLE II. Wave packet transmissions(in 10−3) through the
different measuring planes defined in Fig. 1. for the case of the
simple tube above an atomically flat support and the capped tube
protruding the step.

Support Tube right end Total

Flat support 0.3271 0.3714 1.1287

Step 0.2017 0.8109 1.1252
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through the given measurement planes in thef0,tg time in-
terval, wherei is the index of the measuring plane. The defi-
nition of these quantities is as follows:

Ptubestd =E
ymin

ymax

%sy;tddy, s4d

Tistd =E
0

t

I ist8ddt8. s5d

We have calculated the transmissions for four meausuring
planes, called “tip plane,” “support plane,” and “tube end
planes(right and left),” which are the planes below the tip
apex, below the support surface, and perpendicular to the
tube at they=ymin andy=ymax ends of the presentation box,
respectively, thusie {tip, support, tubeend}. As can be seen
on the Ptube function of Fig. 4(a), the tube is first quickly
charged by the WP. The narrow peak aroundt=2.96 fs
shows that some of the WP is immediately reflected from the
tube to the tip. The probability charge remaining on the tube
is decreasing slowly in time. As shown by the full line in Fig.
4(a), Tsupportstd+2Ttubeendstd+Ptubestd has a constant, 1.1287
310−3 value, which proves that the decrease ofPtubestd is
caused by tunneling into the support surface and by direct
flowout at the tube ends. As shown in Sec. IV C, the tunnel
resistance of the tip-NT interface is much higher than that of
the NT-support interface, hence the contribution of tunneling
back from the tube to the tip can be safely neglected here.

B. Semi-infinite tube protruding from a step of the
support

The right column of Fig. 2 shows the geometry of this
system and the time evolution of the%sr ; td probability den-
sity. As can be seen in the snapshot fort=2.54 fs, the first
stages of the time development for the infinite tube and for
the capped tube above the step are very similar. One can also
realize this by comparing the%sy; td functions displayed in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(e). This is because for both systems the WP
is transmitted first through the tip-NT interface then flows
around the tube circumference. After this time, however, the
time development of the two systems becomes different be-
cause the WP reaches those parts of the model potential dif-
ferent for the two models.

The most important characteristics of the isodensity sur-
faces shown in Fig. 2 is the effect of the reflection from the
tube end. As seen on the snapshot fort=6.05 fs, the right
part of the isosurface(that corresponding to the infinite half
of the tube) is similar to the isosurface for the infinite tube.
The left part, however, shows the onset of reflection of the
WP from the tube end: there are axial standing wave patterns
in the probability density, which are caused by the interfer-
ence of the electron waves spreading towards and those re-
flected from the tube end. These probability density waves
are also clearly seen in Figs 3(e) and 3(f), the interference
maxima are propagating along the tube.

As seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(g), the jsupportsy; td linear cur-
rent densities are also very different for the two cases. The
most obvious effect is caused by the partial lack of support

for the tube hanging above the step. Because the tube section
protruding from the step is hanging at a “height” of
1.335 nm above the lower terrace of the step, the tunneling
probability from the tube to the support is much lower than
for the case of the flat support where the tube-support dis-
tance is only 0.335 nm. The probability current flowing into
the lower terrace[Fig. 3(g)] is small in magnitude and one
can notice a fast oscillation versus time. This oscillation can
be explained as follows. The incoming WP has a finite en-
ergy width of DE=1.17 eV. The tunneling effect, however,
effectively amplifies36 the higher momentum components.
The fact that the probability current flowing into the lower
terrace is originating mainly from this higher energy WP
parts is the cause of the higher frequency of the temporal
oscillation of the current above the lower terrace than that
above the upper terrace. The overall magnitude of the current
flowing into the lower terrace is small, as seen on the
Tsupportsyd total transmission function of Fig. 3(h). This small
current, however, becomes visible in Fig. 3(g) because of the
square root gray scale used for the presentation.

Majority of the tunnel current flows into the upper terrace
of the step[cf. Fig. 3(h)]. The particular, complicated struc-
ture of jsupportsy; td seen in Fig. 3(g) is influenced by:(i) the
propagation of the%sy; td standing waves(caused by the
reflection from the capped end) seen in Fig. 3(e) along the
tube and (ii ) the interference of the angular momentum
eigenstates(cf. Sec. IV A) of the tube. The series of ridges
seen injsy; td are in registry with the maxima of the prob-
ability density waves seen in%sy; td.

The Tistd transmission functions(ie {tip, support,
tubeend}) of Fig. 4(b) are also more complicated than for the
reference case, of Fig. 4(a). Ttubeendstd is about doubled in
magnitude because in the case of the capped tube the WP can
leave the tube only at one end as compared to the not capped
tube, where it can emerge at both ends.Tsupportstd is slowly,
linearly increasing. This is because the WP, after tunneling
from the tip to the tube and charging the tube section below
the tip(see thet=2.54 fs snapshot of the isosurface in Fig. 2)
can reach the upper terrace of the step only after longitudinal
transport along the tube. Hence,Tsupportstd is slowly increas-
ing as the WP is moving from the tube section above the
lower terrace to that above the upper terrace.(Only this di-
rection of the propagation is possible because of the closed
end.) Notice the shoulders negative to each other in the
Ptubestd and Ttubeendstd functions. These are because the lon-
gitudinal density waves in%sy; td [Fig. 3(e)] traveling out
from the presentation box cause peaks at theI tubeendstd cur-
rent.

The most interesting observation to make, however, when
comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is the identical full curves for
the two case. As we will show in Sec. V, this constant value
corresponds to the total transmission of the system. The
(nearly) identical value of the transmissions is further dis-
cussed in Sec. IV C.

C. Quantum dot

By “quantum dot” we mean here a tube closed at both
ends, and having no support surface. This hypothetical sys-
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tem makes it possible to investigate the behavior of the tip-
tube tunnel junction alone, without the contribution of the
tube-support junction, which has a much smaller tunnel re-
sistance.

The time accumulated transmission measured at a plane
under the apex of the tip,Ttipstd is shown in Fig. 5 for the
three different models. This quantity gives the total WP
transmission from the tip apex calculated fromt=0 to the
given moment. After the launching of the WP there is a thin
peak in all the three transmission functions, with a large
value of about 5310−3. The inset shows this peak in detail.
The meaning of the peak is the WP coming out of the tip
apex and then returning there. Plots of theTtipstd functions
for the three models are identical within line thickness for
t,10 fs. After this peak, the transmission function for the
“simple” and “step” situations converges to a constant value
which is the fraction of the WP that does not return to the tip.
This WP part eventually partly tunnels into the support and
partly flows out at the tube end(s), as shown in Fig. 4. The
Ttipst=`d asymptotic values,(cf. Table II) for these two mod-
els have a nearly identical value, but as visualized by the
enlarged vertical scale applied in Fig. 5, however, one can
notice the small, 0.58% difference, the transmission for the
tube above the step is somewhat lower. This difference can
be explained as follows. The magnitude of the tunneling cur-
rent flowing back from the tube into the tip depends on the
probability density of the tube below the tip apex. For the
case of the tube hanging above the step, however, there is no
(or much less) possibility to tunnel directly from the tube
section under the tip into the support surface because of the
large tube-support separation. The WP can leave the tube
only after a longitudinal transport process. This means that%
remains somewhat larger than for the case of the tube above
the flat support, which creates a slightly more probability for
the electron to go back into the tip.

Note in Fig. 5, thatTtipstd for the quantum dot model does
not converge to a constant value but it is monotonously de-
creasing. This is caused by the lack of the support surface
and the lack of the open tube ends. In this model the WP part
“entrapped” on the tube has no other choice than to tunnel

back to the tip. It can do this, however, only slowly because
the only “exit” is a narrow, tunneling channel. The gradual
decrease of the probability charge of the quantum dot is seen
in the figure by the decreasing transmission function. This
function would eventually converge to zero which means
that the entire WP returns back to the tip. As seen in the
figure, during the 130.6 fs simulation time, however, the
transmission decreases only by 4.2%. Assuming an exponen-
tial decay of the probability charge of the tube,Ttipstd
=T0 Exps−t /td, the fitting for the full line of Fig. 5 gives a
value oft=2817 fs.

D. Y junction

Next we analyzed thecsx,y,z; td and %sx,y,z; td func-
tions already presented in Ref. 37 by methods of Sec. III.
Figure 6 shows a snapshot of thez integrated tube probabil-
ity density, %tubesx,yd and the probability current density
flowing into the support surface,jsupportsx,yd for a nanotube
Y junction at t=6.71 fs, where

%tubesx,yd =E
tube

%sx,y,z;t = 6.71fsdQtubesx,y,zddz, s6d

Qtubesx,y,zd

= H1, if sx,y,zd is between the tube jellium surfaces;

0, otherwise.
.

s7d

FIG. 5. Time cumulated transmissions measured below the tip
apex. Dotted, dashed, and full lines are for the infinite tube above
atomically flat support, for the capped tube hanging above the step,
and for the quantum dot tube, respectively. TheYZcross sections of
the potential for the three model situations are shown by grayscale
plots near the curves. The inset shows the initial, large intensity
peak(same for all the three models within the line thickness). See
the text for details.

FIG. 6. Snapshot of the tunneling process through a nanotube Y
junction att=6.71 fs.(a) and(b) Z integrated tube probability den-
sities for thed=0 nm andd=1.2 nm tip displacements.(c) and(d)
Probability current densities flowing into the support surface for the
d=0 nm andd=1.2 nm tip displacements. Axial position of the tip
is shown by small black circle on each subfigure. Contour shades
are drawn on a square root scale. White corresponds to zero and
black to maximum density(current), for (a) and (b) [(c) and (d)].
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The sx,yd projection enhances the probability density in
the NT walls, analogous to transmission electron microscopy
imaging of NTs.

As seen in Fig. 6(a), for the symmetric tip position, the
three 4 nm long arms(NT sections symmetrically joined at
the junction) shown in the presentation window are sym-
metrically charged. The symmetrical probability charge on
the tube causes also a symmetrical tunnel current, as shown
in Fig. 6(c).

When the tip is displaced byd=1.2 nm along one arm,
most of the probability density is accumulated on this arm,
cf. Fig. 6(b), but still a considerable density is found on the
other two arms. The tunnel current[see Fig. 6(d)], on the
other hand, mainly flows into the support surface from the
arm below the tip. Note that in both Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) the
probability density and the probability current do not de-
crease monotonically from the point below the tip apex
(shown by small circle on the figure) in the direction of the
center of the Y junction but it has oscillations along the arm.
These spatial oscillations are caused by interference of the
WP spreading from the point below the tip apex in the direc-
tion of the junction center and those reflected from the center
region.

We have also calculated the time accumulated probability
of the WP tunneling out of the tip apex for both the symmet-
ric tip position and for the 1.2 nm tip displacement. As we
will show in Sec. V based on results of Sec. IV C, this quan-
tity gives the total tunneling probability of the whole STM
model junction. We found that the tunneling probability for
the off-the-junction tip position is the same as for the infinite
tube above the flat support(Sec. IV A). For the case of the
symmetric tip position, the tunneling probability is larger by
14%. This difference in the tunneling probabilities is caused
by the different geometries of the tip-tube junction for the
above-the-junction and off-the-junction cases. In the off-the-
junction case the tip is above a cylinder of 1 nm diameter but
in the above-the-junction case the tip is above the trigonal
joining point of the three tubes, which is a locally flat sur-
face. The diameter of the tunneling channel is larger when
the STM tip is above a flat surface as compared with a
curved surface and this explains the enhanced tunneling
probability.

V. DISCUSSION

As we have shown in Sec. IV the WP tunneling proceeds
according to the following steps.(i) The WP first “charges”
the NT. This process is composed of two subprocesses:(i a)
the WP arriving from the tip bulk approaches the tip apex
region,(i b) majority of the WP is reflected back into the tip
bulk but a small part does tunnel into the tube.(ii ) The WP
spreads along the NT.(iii ) The WP leaves the tube section in
the presentation box through four exits: part of the WP tun-
nels into the support surface; part of the WP flows along the
tube and then leaves the presentation box through the left
and right ends; a small fraction of the WP tunnels back into
the tip.

While the WP is spreading along the tube, it is gradually
tunneling into the support. From this it follows that if we

increased the length of the presentation box, less and less
fraction of the WP would flow out from the box atymin and
ymax. In a real STM experiment the length of the NTs typi-
cally exceeds 100 nm. For such a long presentation box, only
a negligible fraction of the WP would flow out at the tube
ends. This means that in a real experiment(which corre-
sponds to a very long presentation box) those parts of the
WP flowing out at the presentation box ends in our calcula-
tion would also tunnel into the support surface. Thus

Psupport
experiment= Psupport

calculation+ nPtubeend
calculation, s8d

wheren is the number of the open tube ends,n=2 for the
“plain tube” model,n=1 for the “tube hanging above the
step” model,n=0 for the “quantum dot” model, andn=3 for
the “Y” model.

Moreover after a long enough time, all of the WP would
leave the NT. This means thatPsupport

experiment=Ptip
experiment which

simply means that the current flowing out from the tip flows
into the substrate under stationary conditions.

As we have shown in Sec. IV C the charging and the
discharging of the NT occurs in two different time scales.
The charging process is much faster, it occurs within 4 fs as
seen at the inset of Fig. 5. The time scale of the discharging
process, however, is 100 fs(cf. Fig. 4).

During the charging process, there is a resonant transfer
of electrons from the tip into the tubular jellium, which be-
haves like a quantum well. The so-called buildup time that
this charging process requires is approximately 3 fs. After
this time, the transmissionTstd below the tip starts to saturate
(see the inset in Fig. 5). Theory of tunneling through one
dimensional barriers predicts that this saturation should pro-
ceed through damped oscillations, with a characteristic fre-
quency proportional to the deviation of the incident energy
from the resonance, and a decay time equal to twice the
lifetime of the resonant state.38 The situation is more com-
plex here, due to the three dimensional geometry of the po-
tential, and because the WP covers a large energy window
that encompasses several eigenstates of the jellium tube.33

The plot ofTstd in the inset of Fig. 5 shows a single oscilla-
tion, marked by the peak at about 2 fs. Then it saturates,
except for the quantum dot where all the buildup charge
slowly returns to the tip.

During the decay of the probability charge of the tube not
only the geometry of the tip-support barrier is important
(there is no such barrier for the dot), but also the fact that the
electrons in the NT have no permanent momentum perpen-
dicular to the barrier. As the animation on the web site shows
(http://www.mfa.kfki.hu/int/nano/online/longspread2004/),
the probability density oscillates around the tube, while
spreading along it. The WP tunnels to the support by packets,
each time there is an accumulation of charge at the bottom of
the tube. The characteristic oscillation period is around 5 fs,
as can be inferred from the plots ofjsy; td in Fig. 3. The
characteristic time for the decay of the probability charge on
the tube is around 25 fs(plot of Ptube in Fig. 4), much shorter
than the decay time for the dot(2817 fs as derived in Sec.
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IV C) because the barrier with the tip is extremely localized
in space.

Once the WP is on the tube it can tunnel into the support
much easier than back into the tip, hence, the magnitude of
the tunnel current is mostly determined by the characteristics
of the tip-NT tunnel junction. This is somewhat similar to
joining two resistances19 in series, the net resistanceR=R1
+R2 is mainly determined byR1 if R1@R2. This is the ex-
planation why the total tunneling probability is nearly the
same for the plain tube and for the tube hanging above the
step models, although for the first case the tube section di-
rectly below the tip is supported but for the second case it is
not supported. The details of the WP transport process are
different for the two cases, when the tube section below the
tip is supported, most of the WP directly tunnels into the
support, see Fig. 3(c), but when the tube section below the
tip is not supported, the WP can tunnel into the support only
after a ballistic transport,21,32 see Fig. 3(g)—still the total
transmission probability is nearly the same for the two cases.
Ballistic conduction was found in conducting atomic force
microscopy experiments21 in length sections over 5m in
SWNTs which proves that the electrons preserve phase co-
herence over such a long length scale. The independence of
the total tunneling probability on the presence of the support
surface under the tube section below the tip is in fact verified
by STM experiments on SWCNTs crossing a step on the
graphite surface,2 crossing over another NT,39 or hanging
over grains of platinum surface.39 In both experimental situ-
ations a section of NT is lifted from the support surface
because of its stiffness. According to the topographic STM
images and elasticity theory calculations presented in these
papers, the SWNT is not supported over a length of
10–20 nm, still there is no step seen in the topographic line
cuts above the edge of the support which shows that there is
no abrupt change in the tunnel current when the tip moves
from above the supported NT part to above the unsupported
part.

Of course the jellium method does not account for the
effect of the different local band structure at different places
of the tube and this can cause different tunnel current at
different places. Because the WP is spreading axially while
tunneling it is effectively sampling a length section of the
tube equivalent to its axial spread. This means that the tunnel
current is determined not only by the local density of states
(LDOS) of the tube immediately below the tip but it is rather
given as weighted average of the LDOS over a length section
of about 5 nm with a Gaussian weighting function.

For the capped tube hanging above the step the
backscattering40 of the electron waves from the cap causes
oscillations in the probability density. Periodic oscillations of
the differential conducatance along the tube withl=2kF pe-
riodicity were indeed measured in STS experiments41 on
short SWNTs and calculated by tight-binding42 and ab
initio43 methods.

For the Y junction the total tunneling probability is 14%
larger above the junction than above an arm because the
sample surface immediately under the tip is a cylinder of
0.5 nm radius when the tip is above an arm but it is nearly a
flat surface when the tip is above the junction. As shown on

Fig. 6, however, when the tip is above the arm, displaced
1.2 nm from the junction, the WP is penetrating into the
junction region and the other two arms with considerable
probability. This means that the influence of the local elec-
tronic structure of the junction region have to be present in
the tunnel current measured above the arm. This conclusion
is verified by STS experiments44 performed in small diam-
eter SWNT Y junctions, the signature of the junction is still
observed in the STS curves when the tip is displaced several
nanometers from the junction. The same effect is seen in
atomic resolution STS maps of semiconductor nanotube
junctions.45 The two different nanotubes have different Van
Hove singularity positions in the STS curves but according
to the experiments and calculations45 of Van Hove singular-
ity on each side penetrate and decay into the opposite side
across the junction over a distance of 2 nm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the time dependent probability current
and probability density of wave packets scattering on jellium
models of STM tip-nanostructure-substrate systems by a 3D
wave packet dynamical method.

For a 1 nm diameter nanotube on an atomically flat sup-
port and a 0.4 nm tip-nanotube separation only 0.1% of the
wave packet is tunneling into the nanotube. The probability
charge is first accumulated in the tube section below the tip
apex. Next the wave packet begins to spread along the nano-
tube while it is tunneling into the support surface. Interfer-
ence of the angular momentum eigenstates excited by the
incoming wave packet creates time dependent angular inter-
ference patterns to appear in the probability density along the
circumference of the tube. Because the tunneling current is
determined by the probability density along the lowest fiber
of the tube, the time dependence of the angular probability
density waves causes oscillations in time of the probability
current flowing into the support. These oscillations on the
femtosecond scale are probably too fast to be detected elec-
tronically but may give measurable effects in a light scatter-
ing experiment on the tunnel junction.

For a hemispherically capped nanotube protruding to a
length of 3 nm above a 1 nm hight step of the substrate we
positioned the STM tip along the tube 1.8 nm from the step
edge, i.e., above those part of the NT hanging above the
lower terrace of the step. In this case the wave packet cannot
tunnel directly from the tube into the support, it has first to
flow axially along the tube until it reaches the step edge. It is
found that the total tunneling probability is still the same for
this system as for the infinite tube on flat support. From this
we can conclude that the wave packet flows ballistically
along the tube. Reflection of the wave packet from the closed
end causes longitudinal probability density wave patterns to
appear along the tube. These interference patterns are travel-
ing towards the open end with a wavelength increasing in
time.

By launching a wave packet into a nanotube closed at
both ends placed on a nonconducting substrate we were able
to isolate the effects of the tip-tube interface from the
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tube-support tunnel junction. It was found that the buildup of
the the probability charge on the tube is a fast process but the
probability charge can decay only slowly through the tip-
tube junction hence the overall tunneling probability of a
tip-tube-support jellium model system is mostly determined
by the characteristics of the tip-tube tunnel junction.

For a nanotube Y junction the tunneling probability is the
same as for the straight tube when the tip is displaced 1.2 nm
along one arm but it is 14% higher when the tip is placed
above the trigonal symmetry point. In the off-the-junction
case the wave packet, however, still samples the junction
region because of its spreading during tunneling.
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